Lake Michigan’s Triangle
Taken from The Travel Channel’s, “Mysteries of the Museum”

South Haven Michigan, founded in 1833, this quaint community on the coast of Lake
Michigan has long been a port of call for shipping vessels traveling between Chicago and
Milwaukee. It is also home to the
Michigan Maritime Museum. On
display is a life preserver from a
luxury yacht, a wooden chair from
an 1800’s wooden steamer and
other relics that speak of the
regions rich history. There is one
artifact on display that holds the
key to one of Lake Michigan’s most baffling secrets. This artifact is made of cotton, it’s
peach in color and has long sleeves. Preserved for over half a century, this man’s shirt is
one of the only surviving remnants of an event that defies explanation. The tale behind
this shirt has perplexed people for decades. How is this shirt linked to one of Michigan’s
maritime mysteries?
Friday, June 23, 1950, at 7:30pm, Northwest
airlines flight 2501 departs from New York
City’s LaGuardia airport, bound for
Minneapolis, Minnesota. The aircraft’s 55
passenger and 3 person crew settle in for a 6
hour journey. The evening was clear and
beautiful on the East coast and the sun was
just setting as the plane headed to its cruising
altitude of 6000 feet. But as the plane nears
the Great Lakes, the pilot receives a request
from air traffic control. He is asked to bring
the plane lower due to a gathering storm. It was ordinary practice to try to fly under a
storm. After adjusting course, the pilot radios that he will check back in as he nears Lake
Michigan. But hours later, air traffic control has received no signal from flight 2501. Air
traffic control knew there was problem, as pilots simply didn’t go that long without
touching base. They immediately send out alerts to authorities in the surrounding
region but there are no signs of the missing aircraft. By 5:30 in the morning, it was clear
that 55 passengers, 3 crewmembers and the plane had simply vanished. Investigators
suspect that the plane may have plunged into the waters of Lake Michigan so the coast
guard and Navy launch a massive rescue effort. But the next evening there are still no

signs of the aircraft.
Many begin to wonder
how a full size plane and
all of its passengers and
crew could completely
disappear into thin air.
Then two days later, a fisherman in Lake Michigan hauls in his net and discovers a
curious catch. He saw something he never expected to see in a fishing net. It was a
suitcase and it broke open and things started spilling out. One of the items within is this
long sleeve peach colored shirt. The fisherman immediately reports his findings to
authorities. The South Haven coast guard went out to the spot to where the fisherman
had reported bringing in the debris and they found more luggage and blankets from the
airplane. The blankets bare the logo of Northwest Airlines convincing some that flight
2501 did in fact plunge into Lake Michigan but when authorities troll the waters, they
fail to find further evidence of the aircraft. For the next four days the coast guard and
navy circle the area but nobody could figure out what happened.
As
investigators
search for answers, a
mystifying aspect of
the lake’s history
begins to emerge.
Flight 2501 isn’t the
only vessel to have
disappeared in its
deep waters. Since
1679, thousands of
ships and airplanes
have gone missing on Lake Michigan. All of the disappearances have occurred in an area
of the lake known as the Michigan Triangle. Within this triangle, boats, planes and
people have gone missing, never to be found. What is the truth behind the deadly
waters known as the Michigan Triangle? What the truth behind these strange
disappearances?

Many believe the cause of the
disappearances can be found
between
the
relationship
between
geography
and
meteorology. Lake Michigan is
400 miles long and it’s not
uncommon to see a squall line
that brings winds of 75 miles an
hour. But this only explains half
the story. Even if the mysterious
fates of flight 2501 and
numerous other missing crafts
can be attributed to Lake
Michigan’s perilous weather, why
do all of them seem to vanish without a trace? In 2007, a surprising discovery casts new
light on this seemingly cursed region of the lake. An ancient formation resting 40 feet
below the water was found. One archeologist discovered a ring of rocks beneath the
surface with carvings dating back to prehistoric times. The circle of stones is probably
the remnants of an ancient civilization. Some people call this the North American
Stonehenge.
A place for mystical ritual,
many believe these strange
circles are endowed with
supernatural energy but could
these stones produce exhort a
metaphysical force strong
enough to crash planes and
sink ships? There have been
theories that they have been
responsible
for
these
disappearances. While some
look for clues on the lakebed
floor, others believe the
answer looms in the skies
above. Less than 2 hours after
flight 2501’s last radio
communication,
two
policemen across the lake in
Wisconsin spotted a bizarre
red light hovering above the
water. Ten minutes later it
disappeared.
Though the
officers report the sighting to

their superiors, the authorities are never able to identify the light’s source, yet similar
sighting have been documented in the region since 1913. There are many people who
have extrapolated this and presumed that aliens have come into this region. This
activity leads some to believe that a UFO was behind the disappearance of flight 2501
but without further evidence, the true circumstances that brought down the plane and
countless other vessels may never be known. There will always be a mystery about
these disappearances. Today this long sleeved shirt that once belonged to a passenger
of flight 2501, reminds visitors of the mysterious area known as the Michigan Triangle.

